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Identifiability of Spurious Factors Using
Linear Factor Analysis with Binary Items
Samuel B. Green
Auburn University

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the ro-
bustness of some linear factor analytic techniques to
violations of the linearity assumption by factoring
product-moment correlations computed from data con-
forming to an extended, three-parameter logistic model
of item responding. Three factors were crossed to
yield 81 subcases: the number of underlying dimen-
sions (0, 1, or 2), the number of items (10, 15, 20,
25, 30, 35, 40, 45, or 50), and the number of subjects
(100, 250, or 500). The mean eigenvalues for the sub-
cases were evaluated using parallel analysis and the
scree technique. The mean eigenvectors were visually
inspected. For almost all subcases with one or two un-
derlying dimensions, a single spurious factor was able
to be identified using parallel analysis. However, in
comparison with the nonspurious factors, it was small
in magnitude and, in practice, factors of this relative
size might be interpreted as trivial. It was concluded
that researchers may have some confidence in inter-

preting linear factor analysis with binary items if they
are using a test instrument that has been carefully de-
veloped.

Appropriate test interpretation depends upon
knowing the number of dimensions underlying the
items and the correspondence between the items
and these dimensions. The standard method used
to assess the dimensionality of a cognitive test is
linear factor analysis, which assumes a linear re-
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lationship between items and factors. However,
most test theorists believe that the assumption of
linearity is overly restrictive for items from a cog-
nitive measure and that S-shaped curves such as
the logistic function more closely approximate the
relationship between items and factors (Hambleton
& Cook, 1977; Lord, 1980). The purpose of this
paper is to evaluate the robustness of some linear

factor analytic techniques to violations of the lin-
earity assumption by factoring product-moment
correlations (phi’s) computed from data conform-
ing to an extended, three-parameter logistic model
of item responding.

Factor analytic writers (e.g., Gorsuch, 1974;
Rummel, 1970) have suggested that the conse-

quence of factoring a matrix of phi coefficients is
an overestimation of the number of underlying
dimensions. They have argued that spurious fac-
tors, referred to as difficulty factors, are likely to
appear because the magnitude of a phi coefficient
is inappropriately sensitive to differences in diffi-
culty levels between items. One possible remedy
to this perceived problem is the use of alternative
indexes to phi, such as tetrachorics and phi over
phi-maximum. However, these coefficients have
not escaped criticism. For example, tetrachoric cor-
relations do not necessarily yield correlation-like
matrices (Gramian matrices) and may also yield
spurious factors (Lord, 1980).
McDonald (1965) and McDonald and Ahlawat

(1974) have argued that it is inappropriate to focus
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the concern on the choice of correlation indexes.

They have shown that if the relationship between
items and underlying factors is linear, the factoring
of phi correlations does not yield spurious factors.
On the other hand, if this relationship is nonlinear,
additional noncontent factors may appear. Specif-
ically, given a two-parameter normal ogive model
of item responding, McDonald and Ahlawat (1974)
showed that, in principle, a series of spurious fac-
tors would result. They indicated that, in practice,
only one of these spurious factors may be detect-
able and then only if the items vary in difficulty.

Alternative factor analytic techniques have been
developed recently by Christofferson (1975) and
Muth6n (1978) that allow for nonlinear relation-
ships between items and factors. However, due to
the great computational complexities involved with
these approaches, they are practically unemploy-
able for medium to large sets of items (Gustafsson,
1980).

Regardless of what should be done to determine
test dimensionality, researchers routinely apply lin-
ear factor analysis to phi coefficients. They prob-
ably tend to make this choice because it is a well-
known method that may be accessed on most com-

puter systems and no single alternative approach
is perceived as preferable. Given the frequency
with which this technique is applied, it becomes

critically important that researchers know under
what conditions spurious factor(s) are likely to ap-
pear and how to differentiate them from content
factors. This article attempts to address these issues

by inspecting the eigenvalues and factor loadings
resulting from the factoring of phi correlations based
on computer-generated item data.
To limit the possible cases investigated, the re-

search focused on the determination of unidimen-

sionality. Because unidimensionality is one of the
assumptions underlying the application of most item
response theories (Lord, 1980), this focus seemed

especially appropriate. Three general types of data
structures were explored: (1) no common factors,
(2) a single common factor, and (3) two common
factors. With these as the true structures, the likeli-
hood of correct and incorrect judgments about uni-
dimensionality could be assessed.

Method

Generation Model

The design of the experiment included three
crossed factors. The number of common factors

(F) had three levels: zero, one, or two common
factors. The number of items (K) was set at one
of nine levels: 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, or
50. The third factor was sample size (N), which
had three levels: 100, 250, or 500. Twenty sets of
data were generated for each of the 27 subcases in
which sample size equaled 500; however, 30 it-
erations were necessary to obtain stable results for

the 54 subcases in which sample size equaled 100
or 250.

Data were generated for any particular iteration
of a subcase using an expanded three-parameter
logistic model:

P,~ is the probability of an individual i responding
correctly to item j. a,, b,, and c, are the discrimi-
nation, difficulty, and guessing parameters, re-

spectively, for item j. 6,~ represents an individual’s s
ability level on the dimension required by item j.
An individual i obtains a correct answer on item j
if a generated number from a uniform random num-
ber generator with a range from zero to one was
less than the generated value P,,; otherwise, the
response was considered incorrect.

For each iteration, the a,, b,, and c, parameters
were generated from univariate normal distribu-
tions. The means and standard deviations of these
distributions were 1.0 and .25 for the a/s, 0.0 and
1.0 for the b,’s, and .20 and .05 for the c~’s. The
structure of 6,,’s was necessarily dependent upon
the number of common factors. For the no common
factor case, the 6,,’s were multivariately, normally
distributed with the correlation between any pair
of dimensions being equal to zero. Each item re-
quired a separate dimension so that the number of
dimensions equaled the number of items for these
subcases. For the one common factor case, the 6,,’s s
were univariately, normally distributed so that all
items were assessing the same dimension. These
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data conform to the standard three-parameter lo-
gistic model, although the standard model does not
necessarily require that the 6,~’s be normally dis-
tributed. For the third case with two common di-

mensions, the 0,,’s were bivariately, normally dis-
tributed with zero correlation between the

dimensions. The first A72 items, if K was even, or
(K - 1 )/2 items, if K was odd, were a function
of the first dimension, while the remaining items
assessed the second dimension. For all subcases,
the means and standard deviations for all dimen-
sions (6’s) were set equal to 0 and 1, respectively.
The three cases represent very simplistic struc-

tures of tests in that no item ever loaded on more

than one dimension. Although a more complex ex-
tension of the three-parameter logistic model has
been suggested by Sympson (1978), such a model
was not used for three reasons: (1) no a priori
reason could be given for why these more complex
structures would alter the likelihood of occurrence
of spurious factors; (2) the more complicated models
would produce complex factor-loading matrices

which would make the effect of the nonlinear gen-
eration model on the loadings more difficult to

evaluate; (3) an increase in the number of subcases
to include these more complex models would have
required an excessive amount of computer time.

Factoring of Generated Data

An interitem correlation matrix of phi’s was
computed for each data set. Item communalities
were estimated by calculating squared multiple cor-
relations between each item and all other items. A

second matrix was developed by substituting these
estimated communalities for the ones along the di-
agonal of the phi matrix. Both matrices were sub-
sequently factored yielding a principal components
solution for the correlation matrix and a principal
axes solution for the matrix with communality es-
timates as diagonal elements.
The mean eigenvalues for each successive root

were calculated for both solutions for all 81 sub-
cases. In addition, for the principal axes solutions,
the first F and F + 1 eigenvectors, both unrotated
and rotated, were averaged for subcases which had
sample sizes of 100, 250, or 500 and number of

variables of 10, 20, or 30. The F and F + 1 factors
were evaluated in that they allowed for an inspec-
tion of vectors associated with the correct number
of factors, F, and with the correct number of factors

plus a spurious factor, F + 1.

Specifically, with the unrotated factors, a root
mean square value was calculated for each loading
on the first F + 1 factors. (The first F + 1 factors

incorporated the first F factors.) Prior to averaging
these loadings, the items and, thus, their loadings
were reordered within each of the dimensions of

the generation model according to their p values
(proportion of a sample that received credit for an
item) so that the relationship between the loadings
and the p values could be determined.

Average loadings were also obtained on the first
F rotated factors if F was equal to two and first

F + 1 rotated factors if F was equal to one or two.
In other words, factors were rotated and averaged
if they yielded a different solution from the un-
rotated one (i.e., if the number of factors to rotate
was greater than one). These factors were rotated
using the varimax criterion (Kaiser, 1958). This
statistical method, which is the one most frequently
used by data analysts, was chosen because the fo-
cus of the present study was on problems research-
ers encounter in applying factor analysis to binary
data. Prior to averaging, the rotated eigenvectors
were reordered so that the first factor best repre-
sented the first dimension of the generation model
and so that, if F was equal to two, the second factor
best represented the second dimension.

Fit between factors and a generation dimension
was evaluated by calculating for each factor a sum
of squared loadings across the items associated with
a dimension and by choosing the factor with the
largest sum of squares as best representing that
dimension. For the solutions with F + I factors,
the remaining vector was placed in the F + 1 po-
sition. Comparable to the unrotated solutions, the
loadings of the items associated with each gener-
ation dimension were reordered within the vectors.
This reordering was based upon the relative mag-
nitude of the items’ p values (from highest to low-
est) within dimensions. Finally, the root mean square
of each loading was obtained.
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Criteria for Determining Number of Factors

The mean eigenvalues for each subcase were
evaluated to determine the number of factors. The
evaluation of eigenvalues is, in practice, made us-
ing a variety of methods such as the Kaiser-Gutt-
man criterion (eigenvalues-greater-than-one crite-
rion), significance tests, and graphical techniques
(Mulaik, 1972). Consequently, it was initially un-
clear which approach to apply to the generated data
sets. However, given the objectives of the research,
it was decided that the chosen methods should be

(1) accurate in comparison with the other ap-

proaches and (2) insensitive to sampling error. The
application of graphical approaches to the mean
eigenvalues of a subcase satisfied these require-
ments.

Based upon Montanelli and Humphreys’ (1976)
recommendation, two graphical approaches were
used: the scree and the parallel analysis techniques.
Both methods attempt to differentiate between pre-
dominant factors which have large eigenvalues and
trivial, specific, or error factors which have small
eigenvalues. However, of the two approaches, only
parallel analysis uses an objective criterion to dis-
tinguish between large and small values.
The parallel analysis technique involves, in stan-

dard applications, the following steps:
1. Calculating a correlation matrix based on the

K variables and N observations from an in-

vestigator’s study;
2. Substituting squared multiple correlations be-

tween each variable and the other K - 1 var-

iables for the diagonal elements of the corre-
lation matrix;

3. Factoring of this matrix using the principal
axes method;

4. Plotting the resulting eigenvalues on the or-
dinate and their ordinal positions among the
extracted roots on the abscissa;

5. Plotting a second curve on the same graph
based on a set of values obtained from a for-
mula by Montanelli and Humphreys (1976);
and

6. Determining the number of factors to rotate as
the number of plotted eigenvalues prior to the
first crossing of the two curves.

The Montanelli and Humphreys’ (1976) formula
estimates the mean eigenvalues resulting from the
factoring of matrices of correlations between in-
dependent, random normal deviates with squared
multiple correlations (communality estimates) as
the diagonal elements. These random data matrices
contain the same number of variables and obser-
vations as the data matrix in the study.

In contrast, the scree procedure (Cattell & Vo-

gelmann, 1977) routinely requires the following
steps: (1) calculation of a correlation matrix based
on the K variables and N observations from a study,
(2) factoring of this matrix using the principal com-
ponents method, (3) plotting the eigenvalues, and
(4) determination of the number of factors to rotate

by evaluating where the roots first stop forming a
falling curve and where they start falling along a
straight line.
The mean eigenvalues for the subcases were

evaluated using the two graphical methods to de-
termine the number of factors. However, the 162

graphs, two graphs for each of the 81 subcases,
could not practically be presented here. Therefore,
they have been summarized in two ways: (1) a

graph of one of the subcases was selected to illus-
trate the results and (2) descriptive statistics were
used to delineate further the results of the parallel
analyses. In particular, correlations between mean
and predicted eigenvalues were calculated for each
consecutive root across all subcases with the same
number of known factors, F. The number of pairs
of data points varied across correlations because
the number of variables and therefore the number
of eigenvalues differed across subcases and be-
cause eigenvalues were excluded that were either
near zero or negative. Specifically, only the first

(K/2) - 1 (for an even number of items) or

[(K - 1)/2] - 1 (for an odd number of items)
eigenvalues for any subcase were considered ap-
propriate for these analyses.

Montanelli and Humphreys (1976) computed these
correlations to show the accuracy of their formula
to estimate mean eigenvalues for independent, ran-
dom normal deviates. By using similar summary
analyses, the generalizability of their formula to
non-normal data could be assessed, that is, con-
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forming to the zero factor case. Two additional
statistics were computed for all subcases. They were
mean differences and mean absolute differences
between mean and predicted eigenvalues.

If parallel analysis yields accurate results for the
zero dimension case, the descriptive statistics should
show congruency between the mean and predicted
eigenvalues: correlations close to 1 and average
absolute differences and average differences close
to 0. A lack of congruency in the initial factor(s),
with the mean eigenvalues being larger than the
predicted one, would suggest that the use of this
analysis would lead researchers to interpret spu-
rious factors. On the other hand, if the initial mean

eigenvalues were smaller than the predicted eigen-
values, it would be concluded that researchers are

unlikely to extract spurious factor(s). If either of
these two types of incongruency occur, parallel
analysis would probably yield inaccurate results
with the one- and two-dimensional cases.

The first factor for the one-dimensional case and
the first two factors for the two-dimensional cases
should show a lack of congruency for accurate

interpretation with parallel analysis. The mean ei-
genvalues should be larger than the predicted ones.
If this lack of congruency maintains itself for suc-

cessive factor(s), users of parallel analysis are likely
to extract spurious factors.
The decision about the number of factors to re-

tain may involve an evaluation not only of eigen-
values but also of eigenvectors. The general prin-
ciple used to assess eigenvectors is to retain factors
only if their loadings form interpretable patterns.
Within this context, understanding the effect of
nonlinearity on the eigenvectors is important. Con-
sequently, the results are described for the subcases
for which averaged eigenvectors were calculated.

Results and Discussion

In Table 1 descriptive statistics are given to in-
dicate the degree of correspondence between the
mean and predicted eigenvalues for the generation
models with zero, one, and two dimensions. For

those subcases with no common factors, excellent

congruency was found for each successive factor

between the mean and predicted eigenvalues. The
largest amount of incongruency was shown for the
initial factors, but even for these the differences
were minimal. For example, with the first extracted
factor, there was a slight tendency for the mean
eigenvalues to be smaller than the predicted ones.
The mean difference was - .006. The largest dif-
ference was for the subcase with 50 variables and
100 subjects, which had a mean eigenvalue of 2.220
and a predicted eigenvalue of 2.168. The mean
eigenvalues associated with the first factor were
smaller than the predicted ones for 18 of the 27
subcases. However, no clear pattern emerged that
differentiated the underpredicted from the over-
predicted subcases. Overprediction occurred for
subcases with the number of variables (K) equal
to 15, 40, 45, or 50 and the number of subjects
(N) equal to 100; with K = 15, 25, or 30 and
N = 250; and with K = 15 or 20 and N = 500.

Although parallel analysis of data from the gen-
eration model with no common factors indicated

an absence of spurious factors, these results did
not generalize to those from the data generated by
the models with one or two common factors. As

shown in Table 1 the mean eigenvalues were larger
than the predicted ones, not only for the first F

factors, but also for the F + 1 factor. For the sub-

cases with a single underlying dimension, large
differences existed between the mean and predicted
eigenvalues for the first factor and much smaller
differences for the second one. For both factors

the mean eigenvalues were almost always larger
than the predicted ones. The one exception was for
the second factor when K equaled 10 and N equaled
500. After the initial two factors, the mean eigen-
values were consistently below the predicted ones
(two exceptions out of 183 for the third through
10th factors). Therefore, for the subcases with a

single underlying dimension, parallel analysis gen-
erally indicated two factors, but the second factor
just barely met the criterion of this analysis.

Similar results were found for the data with two

underlying dimensions. The mean eigenvalues for
the first two factors were always much larger than
the predicted values. For the third factor, the mean
eigenvalues maintained their advantage for 24 of
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Table 1

Squared Correlatiions, Average Absolute Differences, and Average
Differences Between Mea,i and Pred ic ted Eigenvalues for

Generation Models with Zero, One, and Two Dimensions

Note. Because the models had at most two underlying dimensions,
statistics are not presented for factors beyond the first ten.

However, very high congruency was found for these later
factors.

the 27 subcases, but the differences between the
two sets of values became much smaller. The three

exceptions were for the subcase with K = 10 and

N = 250 or 500 and K = 40 and N = 250. For
the remaining factors, the mean eigenvalues were
almost always smaller than the predicted ones (three
exceptions out of 156 for the fourth through 10th
factors).

Figure 1 presents a graph of the mean and pre-
dicted eigenvalues for a subcase with one under-
lying dimension. Also, mean eigenvalues from the
principal components solution are plotted on the
same graph for the application of the scree tech-
nique. This subcase was chosen for presentation
because it showed as well as any of the subcases
the presence of a spurious factor. The graph in-
dicates that the second factor would be considered

meaningful using the objective approach of parallel
analysis but might or might not be judged mean-
ingful using the subjective scree technique. Al-

though the second eigenvalue does not fall pre-
cisely on the scree line, it is sufficiently close that
many data analysts might consider it of trivial size.

Since the graph is of mean eigenvalues, sam-
pling error is minimized. However, the meaning-
fulness of the F + 1 factor may be better under-
stood for the 81 subcases if the variation among
the plots of eigenvalues is considered in addition
to the mean values. With a single underlying di-
mension, the second factor’s eigenvalue was larger
than the predicted one for more than 75% of the
iterations with 11 subcases; for 50% or more of
the iterations, but less than 75% of the iterations
with 14 subcases; and for less than 50% of the
iterations for 2 subcases. With two underlying di-
mensions, the third factor’s eigenvalue was larger
than the predicted value for more than 75% of the
iterations with 8 subcases; for 50% or more of the
iterations, but less than 75% of the iterations with
16 subcases; and for less than 50% of the iterations
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Figure 1
Mean Eigenvalue Plots for Subcase with

One Underlying Dimension,
30 Variables, and 500 Subjects

for 3 subcases. In comparison, the initial F factors
met the parallel analysis criterion for all iterations
for all subcases with one or two underlying di-
mensions. Consequently, while the initial F factors
were properly identified taking into account sam-
pling error, the F + 1 factor was not always de-
tected.

Table 2 presents averaged factor loadings for a
subcase with a single underlying dimension (the
subcase presented in Figure 1). In order to interpret
this table, the sign of these loadings for any iter-
ation must be taken into account. The loadings on
the first unrotated factor were generally either all

positive or all negative for any iteration. The same
result held for the loadings of the first and second
factors after rotation. However, the items with the
15 highest p values tended to have loadings on the
second unrotated factor that were opposite in sign
to the others on that factor.

The results for this subcase illustrate those for

the subcases with either one or two underlying

common factors For both unrotated and rotated

solutions, a quadratic relationship between the

loadings on each of the initial F factors and the p
values was observed for items that assessed the
same underlying dimension. Specifically, items with
more extreme p values tended to have smaller load-

ings, and those items assessing the same underlying
dimension generally had the same sign for any fac-
tor. For unrotated solutions, a linear relationship
between the p values and the loadings on the F + 1

factor existed for items that assessed the same di-

mension. Items with more extreme p values tended
to have larger loadings, but items with low p values
tended to have signs opposite to those with high p
values. Similarly, the p values and the loadings on
the F + 1 factor tended to be linearly related after
rotation for the subcases with two underlying di-
mensions. However, for the data with a single un-
derlying dimension, the loadings of the F + 1 fac-
tor after rotation were quadratically related to the
p values.

These relationships between the p values and the
loading for the initial F and F + 1 factors were

stronger for the data with only a single underlying
dimension. For example, the root mean square cor-
relations between the p values and the F + 1 factor

loadings for the unrotated solutions were .81 for
the subcase with a single underlying dimension
presented in Table 2 and .46 for the subcase with
the same number of variables and subjects but with
two underlying dimensions.

Although the strength of the relationships be-
tween the p values and the loadings varied to some
extent across subcases, the type of relationships
remained relatively constant. Because factor load-
ings may be influenced by item difficulty, applied
researchers may have problems interpreting their
factor analytic results. For example, a researcher
might conclude that very easy or difficult items do
not assess their underlying dimensions when, in
fact, they are sensitive measures for individuals
whose scores fall at the extremes of their under-

lying distributions.

Summary and Conclusions

Data were generated using an extended three-
parameter logistic model. For the 27 subcases with
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Table 2

Average Unsigned Factor Loadings Listed in Order of Item

Difficulty for Subcase with N = 500, K = 30, and F = 1

no common factors, parallel analysis indicated the
presence of no common factors. For the remaining
54 subcases with either one or two common factors,
a single spurious factor was almost always detected
using parallel analysis. However, an inspection of

the eigenvalue plots showed this factor to be very
minor in comparison with the factors extracted prior
to it. The nonlinear relationship between the items
and the underlying dimensions also influenced the
factor loadings. The very easy and very difficult
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items tended to have smaller loadings on the factor
that best represented their underlying dimensions.’ I
The factor analyst should not interpret these items
with smaller loadings to mean that they do not
measure the underlying dimensions. These items
are just not sensitive measures of this dimension
for the majority of the individuals who have taken
the test.

In summary, the findings of this monte carlo
study suggested that researchers may be able to
apply linear factor analysis to explore the dimen-
sionality of tests and still obtain useful results. They
should question the meaningfulness of minor fac-
tors and be careful in their interpretation of factor
loading matrices. However, these conclusions can
be generalized rigorously only to a certain type of
test on the basis of this study. The model used to
generate the data was defined such that (1) each
underlying dimension was represented by at least
five items; (2) the discriminations of the items were
relatively high, with the a parameter values clus-
tered around 1.0; and (3) guessing was minimized,
with the values for c rarely exceeding .30. In gen-
eral, actual tests that are likely to exhibit these
characteristics are those that have been carefully
developed prior to the application of factor anal-
ysis. Undoubtedly, tests with poorer psychometric
characteristics may have yielded different results.
For example, if a measure contains minor factors
that are represented by a small proportion of the
test items, a factor analyst would probably have
difficulty differentiating these minor factors from
spurious ones due to a lack of linearity.

It is arguable as to whether the focus of this

study should have been on well-developed tests.
Nevertheless, the choice can be at least partially

’Besides the 81 subcases discussed, a number of additional

subcases with alternative parameter values were nonsystemat-
ically explored. For example, data with a single underlying
dimension were generated in which half the items had b values
of 1.0 and the other half had values of -1.0. The factor loadings
for this case had a different pattern of results. Although it is

unlikely that b values would be bimodally distnbuted in prac-
tice, it is relevant to note that other possible patterns of loadings
are possible. For this subcase, parallel analysis of the mean
eigenvalues did not indicate the presence of a spunous factor.

justified in that the degree of confidence in factor
analytic results is, invariably, directly related to
the researcher’s care in selecting variables included
in an analysis and the quality of them.
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